Dairy cow feeding space requirements assessed in a Y-maze choice test
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ABSTRACT

The effect of proximity to a dominant cow on a low-ranking cow’s willingness to feed was assessed using choice tests. The main aim of the experiment was to determine the feeding space allowance at which the majority of subordinate cows would choose to feed on high-palatability food (HPF) next to a dominant cow rather than feeding alone on low-palatability food (LPF). Thirty Holstein-Friesian cows were used in the study. Half of the cows were trained to make an association between a black bin and HPF and a white bin and LPF, and the other half were trained with the opposite combination. Observations of pair-wise aggressive interactions were observed during feeding to determine the relative social status of each cow. From this, dominant and subordinate cows were allocated to experimental pairs. When cows had achieved an HPF preference with an 80% success rate in training, they were presented with choices using a Y-maze test apparatus, in which cows were offered choices between feeding on HPF with a dominant cow and feeding on LPF alone. Four different space allowances were tested at the HPF feeder: 0.3, 0.45, 0.6, and 0.75 m. At the 2 smaller space allowances, cows preferred to feed alone (choices between feeding alone or not for 0.3- and 0.45-m tests were significantly different). For the 2 larger space allowances, cows had no significant preferences (number of choices for feeding alone or with a dominant). Given that low-status cows are willing to sacrifice food quality to avoid close contact with a dominant animal, we suggest that the feeding space allowance should be at least 0.6 m per cow whenever possible. However, even when space allowances are large, it is clear that some subordinate cows will still prefer to avoid proximity to dominant individuals.
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INTRODUCTION

Feed intake, particularly DMI, is the main contributor to the volume of milk produced by dairy cows. It is economically important, therefore, for producers to maximize feed intake across the whole herd, which may also benefit cattle health and welfare. Fence line feeding, or strap feeding, is designed to allow all cows to feed at the same time. It is also the most common method used in freestall or freestall-housed dairies. It is generally assumed that, as long as all animals within the herd consume sufficient feed within a 24-h period, the feeding area need not accommodate all cows at the same time. However, at certain times of day, access to the feed has a high motivational value and, as dairy cows live within a hierarchical social structure, dominant animals can monopolize resources.

Cows prefer to feed at certain times of day (Grant and Albright, 2001; Cook et al., 2004; DeVries et al., 2004), sometimes referred to as peak feeding times, which generally occur when fresh feed is delivered (DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2006) and often coincide with return from the milking parlor. These periods are when most cows are present at the feed bunk and levels of aggression and competition peak (DeVries et al., 2003). A limited feeding area most likely favors cows that have high social rank. Cook et al. (2004) suggested that dominant cows sort fresh feed, and that low-ranking cows with low feed access may be forced to alter daily activity patterns and feed at the feed bunk only after the dominant cows have fed. Hosseinkhani et al. (2008) suggested that cows that are unable to access the feed bunk at peak feeding times may not maintain adequate nutrient intake to meet their energy requirements. Therefore, providing equal access to fresh feed may be particularly important in reducing the variation in diet quality consumed by the cows (Endres et al., 2005). Nutritionists attribute subclinical acidosis and reduced performance to erratic feeding behavior and intake by cattle (Shwartzkopf-Genswein et al., 2003). The incidence of acidosis may also be increased due to the design of facilities that encourage some cows to sort and consume the concentrate portion of the ration. Research indicates that lactating dairy cows demon-
strate higher degrees of feed sorting against longer forage particles and for smaller grain concentrate particles when fed a low forage diet (DeVries et al., 2007). Regardless of the cause for sorting, this behavior can be problematic, especially for high-risk cows, as it reduces the buffering capacity in the rumen and increases the risk of acidosis occurring. Because the susceptibility of dairy cows to acidosis appears to be highest for cows in early lactation (Penner et al., 2007), they should be most affected by competition at the feed bunk.

Given a standard feeding space allowance, subordinate cows will choose to feed alone rather than next to a dominant cow (Rioja-Lang et al., 2009). Subordinate cows continue to choose to feed alone even when they are made to trade off the feed quality to be able to do so (Rioja-Lang et al., 2009). This led us to consider how varying space allowances would affect the subordinate cows’ choices, ultimately allowing us to make more specific recommendations for housing regulations. The Y-maze test presents 2 options at equal distances from the entry of the maze starting position and usually involves animals being taught to anticipate a particular treatment if they enter one arm or the other of the maze. An animal is generally deemed as preferring an option if it spends more time with it, chooses it more often, or has a shorter latency to approach it (Bateson, 2004). The assumptions made when using the Y-maze choice test are that animals make choices that are in their own best interests and that understanding animals’ preferences will help us to improve their welfare (Frazer and Mathews, 1997).

The main aim of this work was to determine the feeding space allowance at which the majority of subordinate cows would change their choices from feeding alone to feeding next to a dominant individual, if that dominant individual was present beside the high-palatability food (HPF). We predicted that subordinate cows would choose to feed on low-palatability food (LPF) rather than feeding on HPF near a dominant cow when the feeding space was low (i.e., spaces that are commonly found in the industry). However, we also predicted that this preference would reverse by increasing the feeding space allowance.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animals and Housing**

Thirty mid- to late-lactation (DIM = 218 ± 91.7; mean ± SD) Holstein-Friesian cows of high genetic merit, split into 3 groups of 10, were used in this study. Half of the cows were multiparous (parity = 4.2 ± 1.9; mean ± SD) and half were primiparous, with an average daily milk yield of 22.0 kg/cow per day. All cows were housed in a freestall shed at the SAC Dairy Research Centre (Dumfries, Scotland). Each group of 10 cows was separated from the rest of the herd 24 h before the experiment began and housed in a separated area of the freestall housing within the main shed, where they had access to feed and water. After testing sessions, cows were returned to the main freestall area, where they had access to a grass silage-based TMR, which was formulated to provide adequate nutrients for maintenance and milk production. The cows were not fed any additional concentrates during milking. Fresh feed was delivered once a day (while the cows were in the testing arena) and they generally had access to it within 1 h of their normal feeding time.

**Test Procedure and Testing Arena**

All testing was carried out between the hours of 0800 and 1200 h. After morning milking, the group of 10 cows was moved to a large, straw-bedded holding pen situated next to the test pen. The cows remained in this holding pen with free access to water and space to lie down but with no access to feed until the testing sessions were complete. For testing, cows were moved individually, by a handler, from the holding pen and were allowed to walk down the length of the passage (~30 m) toward the test pen. The animals were given gentle encouragement if they did not make their way in the correct direction. Two handlers were present during all sessions, wore the same color of overalls, and stood in the same positions during each test (outside the test area).

The Y-maze was inside the test arena (Figure 1) and consisted of a single alley (1.2 m long) with 2 arms (each 3.65 m long), 1 to the left and 1 to the right. At the end of each arm was either a black or white feed bin (0.75 m × 0.55 m × 0.58 m) and a sheet of plywood painted the corresponding color and mounted on the wall (0.95 m × 0.60 m). Both boards were visible to the cow as she entered the Y-maze. The walls of the test pen were made of brick and solid wood so that animals in the pen were visually isolated from pen-mates and other distractions in the shed. The arena was classified as having 2 separate zones (not formally separated) so that the location of the cows could be recorded during testing (Figure 1).

**Dominance Testing**

Animals were allocated to pairs consisting of a dominant and subordinate animal (relative to each other). To assess the dominance of each cow, we constructed
an index from interactions observed at the feed bunk in the freestall area. Displacements were recorded at a post-and-rail feed barrier of limited space during the 30-min period after the delivery of fresh feed and after the afternoon milking for 5 consecutive days. These 2 recording periods were selected as they have been shown to be the times when most cows—and the highest level of competition—are present at the feed face (DeVries et al., 2003). A displacement was noted when a cow’s head (actor) came in contact with a cow that was feeding (reactor), resulting in the reactor withdrawing its head from the feed face, as described in Huzzey et al. (2006). The number of displacements per cow was used to measure the competitive behavior of cows at the feed face. These observations were used to calculate an “index of success” from agonistic interactions of each individual cow using the method described by Mendl et al. (1992). This was calculated by dividing the number of cows that an individual was able to displace by the number of cows that an individual was able to displace plus the number of cows that were able to displace the individual, all multiplied by 100. This method has previously been used to assign dominance in several dairy cattle and pig studies (Mendl et al., 1992; DeVries et al., 2004; DeVries and von Keyserlingk, 2006; Rioja-Lang et al., 2009).

From within each group of 10 animals, cows were assigned a rank from 1 to 10, with 10 being the most dominant. To maximize the dominance between pairs, cows were paired 10–5, 9–4, 8–3, . . . , and so on. In cases where observations of spontaneous interactions did not resolve dominance in specific pairs of cows, these pairs were presented with a line of concentrate feed in an open space to finally resolve relative rank.

**Training Procedure**

The training phase consisted of 4 consecutive days. Half of the cows were trained to associate a black feed bin as containing HPF and a white bin as containing LPF. The other half of the group was trained with the opposite combination. The HPF was a concentrate pellet and the LPF was a mix of rolled barley (82%) and soy (18%). These feeds were chosen because they vary in palatability but have similar levels of ME and CP. The concentrate pellet contained molasses, which tastes sweet, and dairy cows are known to like it. Concentrates are highly valued by cows and are therefore a cause of competition and aggression (Herlin and Frank, 2007). The feed chosen was also familiar to these cows, because it was a component of their regular grass silage TMR (formulated to provide adequate nutrients for maintenance and milk production). It was given in a 0.5-kg meal because this is what they received in the milking parlor as they were being milked. All cows were trained, even though only the subordinate cows were going to be tested, so that all of the cows were familiar with the arena and equipment.

For each training session, the cows were individually brought into the test arena and presented, in a randomized order, with 1 bin of either HPF or LPF, in either the black or white bin, on the right or left hand side of the pen. Each cow had 2 nonconsecutive training sessions per day for 4 d, each of which lasted for a period.
of about 5 min (this was the average length of time it took to consume the 0.5-kg meal).

After the 8 d of training, we tested whether the animals had learned the association between the feed quality and the color of the bin. Each cow was presented with both bins together, 1 containing HPF and 1 containing LPF (1 in each arm of the “Y”) and their first choice was considered to be the bin from which they took the first mouthful of feed. Cows were removed from the maze either once they had finished the feed from the bin of their choice or when 5 min had elapsed. When cows had achieved an HPF preference with an 80% success rate in training, they were able to proceed to the final choice tests.

The Experimental Procedure: Choice Test Between Feeding Alone or Next to a Dominant Cow

To determine whether subordinate cows chose to feed alone or whether they did so because the dominant cow physically blocked them from feeding at a trough, we presented the trained cows with a bin of HPF at the end of each arm of the Y-maze. A dominant cow was also present feeding at 1 of the feed bins. Each cow was tested 4 times over 4 d, and the location of the dominant cow was randomized over the trials. To determine choices, we split the test arena into 2 zones (Figure 1). These zones represented the side the dominant cow was occupying (1) and the unoccupied area (2); the amount of time that a subordinate cow spent in each zone was recorded.

Choice Test Between Feed Quality and Proximity to a Dominant Cow

In the experimental choice test, subordinate cows were presented with a feed bin containing HPF with the dominant cow present and a feed bin containing LPF without another cow present. Four different treatments were tested, in which we used 4 sizes of feed bins: 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, and 1.5 m for a pair of cows, which equates to 0.3, 0.45, 0.6, and 0.75 m/cow. These distances ranged from the smallest, which was very likely to result in subordinates choosing to feed alone on LPF (as found by Rioja-Lang et al., 2009), to the largest space, 0.75 m. This can be compared with the standard recommended by the British Standard Code of Practice at the time this research was conducted, which stated that cattle of 500 to 700 kg of BW require 600 to 700 mm at the feed face; however, if food is constantly available, as in ad libitum systems, these widths may be reduced by as much as 75% (Defra, 2005). The distances chosen were intended to allow dominant and subordinate cows to feed comfortably next to each other. Each cow was presented with a choice test once a day for 4 d. The arm of the Y maze in which the dominant cow was feeding and the order of presentation of the space allowances were randomized across all cows.

Data Collection and Statistical Analyses

For each choice test, the number of times an individual cow chose each option was recorded. Sign tests were used to test for a significant difference between the number of times an option was chosen (\( P < 0.001 \)). Wilcoxon signed rank tests were used to test the significance of the difference between the choices made over the different space allowances. Each test was video-recorded.

RESULTS

It took 18 training sessions for the 12 subordinate test cows to achieve the specified training criteria of 8 correct choices out of 10 in consecutive sessions. One pair from each group of 5 pairs that did not meet the criteria was dropped from the study. In the testing period with the dominant cow present, cows chose to feed alone on the LPF significantly more than they chose to eat with the dominant cow at the 0.3- and 0.45-m feeding spaces (Table 1). For the 2 larger space allowances, we found no significant difference between the number of choices for feeding alone or with a dominant cow (\( P > 0.05 \) and \( P > 0.05 \), respectively).

For the smallest space allowance (0.3 m), most of the test cows chose to feed alone on LPF rather than

### Table 1. Preferences of subordinate cows feeding alone or next to a dominant cow at 4 space allowances in a Y-maze choice test (sign tests)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space allowance (m)</th>
<th>Cows (no.)</th>
<th>Feed with dominant/HPF</th>
<th>Equal choice</th>
<th>Feed alone/LPF</th>
<th>( P )-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{1}\text{HPF = high-palatability feed; LPF = low-palatability feed.}\)
next to a dominant cow (Figure 2). Once the space allowance exceeded 0.45 m, subordinate cows showed no preference for eating LPF alone or HPF next to a dominant cow ($P > 0.05$).

**Time Spent in Zones of Arena**

Overall, of the different space allowances, subordinate cows spent 39% of their time standing alone in the test arena and 61% standing in the same side as the dominant cow. It appears, then, that even though a subordinate cow did not feed next to a dominant cow, she may, in some instances, have been blocked from the feed bin instead of actively choosing to feed alone.

**DISCUSSION**

When space allowances at feed troughs were small (<0.45 m), cows preferred to feed alone on LPF than to feed on HPF next to a dominant cow. Even when the feeding space was increased to 0.75 m, cows did not switch to preferring to feed from the HPF. Choices became more variable and more cows did choose to feed on the HPF as space allowance increased; however, no preference, or acceptance of feeding next to a dominant cow, was noted at the higher space allowances. Perhaps a more consistent result would have been observed if the test cows were earlier in lactation; that is, they may be more likely to access the higher quality of feed due to increased pressure to attain greater nutrient requirements, regardless of the social pressure they face. Information is lacking on whether high-yielding cows (under greater metabolic stress resulting from high levels of milk yield) respond differently from low-yielding cows to changes in space allowance. One study by Fregonesi and Leaver (2002) investigated this issue by comparing varying space allowances of 2 housing systems and for high- and low-yielding cows. They found no evidence that high- and low-yielding cows responded differently to changes in space allowance, and they suggested that housing requirements for the 2 groups are similar. It would be interesting to repeat this experimental design using cows of differing yield potentials.

Our data are consistent with the findings of DeVries et al. (2004) that cows increased the distance from their nearest neighbor when provided with more space at the feeder, leading to reduced frequency of aggressive interactions and increased feeding. Stolba (1985) reported that increasing trough lengths for feeding pigs decreased the extent to which the food could be defended, allowing subordinates access to feed without being in close contact with dominants. Proximity to dominants at feeding time appears to be an important consideration for animals with low social status.

If feeding space is limited, increased competition among cows at the feeder may lead to some cows modifying their feeding times to avoid aggressive interactions (Miller and Wood-Gush, 1991). A study by DeVries et
al. (2004) tested whether increasing the space availability at the feed bunk (either 0.5 or 1.0 m/cow) improved access to feed and reduced social competition. The results showed that when animals had access to more space, 57% fewer aggressive interactions were observed while feeding. The reduced aggressive behavior consequently allowed cows to increase feeding activity throughout the day (particularly during the first 90 min after the delivery of fresh feed). During this period, cows with access to more feeding space increased time at the feeder by 24%, and this effect was strongest for subordinate cows. If subordinate cows are forced to feed after preferred feeding times, they may compromise their nutritional intake and thus be less productive. By providing more space at the feed bunk, more cows may feed more effectively and efficiently. The potential for increasing access to food for all of the individuals within a herd should increase feed intake and decrease feeding rate. Therefore, reducing the level of competition at the feed bunk should be a priority for dairy producers.

In the UK, dairy cows are generally housed for around 6 mo of the year over the winter period; however, systems in which cows are housed continuously throughout the year are becoming more common as cows can be fed high levels of concentrate feed more easily when they are housed (Haskell et al., 2006). Continuously housed systems are common in parts of North America. At present, housing regulations contain very few specific requirements. The UK recommendation from the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) is that if animals are expected to feed simultaneously, the feed bunk required per cow should be dependent upon the size of the animals (Defra, 2005). For example, cows weighing between 500 and 700 kg require a feed bunk of at least 60 to 70 cm. If, however, feed is available 24 h/d, the feed bunk allowance can be reduced by as much as 75%, leaving a space allowance of 15 to 17.5 cm/cow (a space that is smaller than the hip width and body width of Holstein dairy cows (Enevoldsen and Kristensen, 1997). North American recommendations also suggest 60 cm (24 in; Grant and Albright, 2001; National Farm Animal Care Council, 2009), but those results suggest that subordinate cows may not always present themselves at the feed bunk at this space allowance. Due to the increase in continuous housing, it is necessary to house cattle in the most practical (for stockmen) and comfortable (for cows) way possible. It is also necessary to recommend more concise housing regulations.

Preference testing provides a novel approach to highlighting specific problems that subordinate animals are confronted with at the feed bunk (see also Rioja-Lang et al., 2009). As far as we are aware, a very small number of studies have used the Y-maze testing method with cattle (Grandin et al., 1994; Hosoi et al., 1995; Prescott et al., 1998; Pajor et al., 2003) and never before to investigate the effect of social dominance at the feed bunk. Successful learning performance has previously been reported in cows (e.g., Pajor et al., 2003; Arnold et al., 2007), supporting the effectiveness of this type of approach with farm animals. This experimental technique could also be used to identify different physical and environmental factors that low-status cows use to make their feeding decisions; for example, the introduction of dividers, different group compositions, and so on. To maximize feed intake, and subsequently milk production, it is important to provide a suitable feeding environment for all individuals within the herd.

CONCLUSIONS

Low-status cows prefer to feed alone than next to a dominant animal, particularly when provided a space allowance of <0.6 m per cow. We recommend, therefore, that space allowance on farms should be sufficient for all cows within a herd to have at least 0.6 m/cow to accommodate the needs of all cows. Higher space allowances would increase the motivation of low-ranking cows to access fresh feed, which could improve their nutritional status.
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